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Ben Shemen Forest (Modi’in) Area
By Racheli Kreisberg 6 Feb 2021
Ben Shemen Forest, memorial plaque for Mr. and Mrs. Kuiper Heuvelink, The Hasmonean Tombs,
Commemoration site for the fallen IDF soldiers (Post 219)
Preparations in advance:
 Good hiking shoes, water
9:00-9:45

Directions to Ben Shemen Forest
 From Highway 1 turn east at Ben Shemen Interchange to Maccabim and Re’ut (443)
 From the north, from Highway 6, exit at Ben Shemen Interchange (444) towards Tel
Hadid
 From Jerusalem, drive on Highway 443 towards Ben Shemen

9:45

Drive and/or walk in the Ben Shemen Forest
The forest has 6 entrances, each with a big sign that has a map: Gate 1 – Herzl Gate, near Gimzo;
Gate 2 – Tel Hadid Gate, at the entrance to the Quartermaster Corps Memorial; Gate 3 – Mitzpe
Modi’in Gate; Gate 4 – Kedumim Gate, near Ne’ot Kedumim Park; Gate 5 – Maccabim Gate, near
the Tombs of the Maccabees; Gate 6 – Monks Valley Gate1.
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https://www.kkl-jnf.org/tourism-and-recreation/forests-and-parks/ben-shemen-forest.aspx
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Ben Shemen Forest is the largest forest in Central Israel, with 22,000 dunams of forested areas,
which offers a diversity of hiking routes, bicycle paths, picnic areas, archaeological sites, a
profusion of wildflowers in winter and spring. Ben Shemen Forest exemplifies the Zionist dream
and its realization. Theodore Herzl understood the essence of the redemption of the land and
said, “When the plow returns to the strong hand of the Jewish farmer, the Jewish problem will be
solved”. KKL-JNF, turning this dream into reality, began purchasing lands in Israel in 1907 and
proceeded to prepare them for afforestation and for inhabitation. The Ben Shemen Forest was
the first and the largest afforestation initiative in the history of the State of Israel.

Picnic anywhere you wish

KKL memorial plaques of Mr. and Mrs. Kuiper Heuvelink – the Dutch connection
In the Ben Shemen forest, there is a plaque in memory of Mr. Frits

Kuiper2 (1898-1974) and Mrs. Maaike Anna Kuiper Heuvelink (19011991)
(https://www.jnf.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2014/09/lijst_met_parkenwouden.pdf).

Frits Kuiper, was the son of Abraham Kornelis Kuiper and Henriëtte
Sophie Muller. His father and grandfather were Mennonite ministers
in Amsterdam. He was a member of the Dutch Christian student
movement executive committee. During World War II (1940-1945), he
continued contacts with the illegal Vrij Nederland (Free Netherlands)
paper and published some issues of De Vrije Alkmaarder. Following his
call to serve in Amsterdam in 1945 he became involved with a Roman
Catholic leader and a Jewish rabbi in the publication of De Stem van
Israel (The Voice of Israel). From 1945 to 1947 he served as director of
the study center Vrij Nederland after which he served as minister until
1963. Kuiper was a Zionist, not only because of Israel but as a Christian with Messianic
expectation of the new kingdom. He understood his calling as pastor to proclaim the message of
the Old and New Testament within the context of Messianic expectations.
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https://gameo.org/index.php?title=Kuiper,_Frits_(1898-1974)
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Exact location of plaques of family Kuiper (courtesy of Lirie Eitan Drei from the KKL
lirie@kkl.org.il)

The Hasmonean Tombs

A little before the Tombs of the Maccabees there is a stone
building where, according to tradition, Matityahu, son of
Yohanan the High Priest and father of the Maccabees, is
buried. The road proceeds to a small hill on top of which
there are two rows of graves and a small burial cave. There
are nine tombs carved in the bedrock, and each of them has
two bases. Tradition attributes these graves to the
Hasmoneans and the Maccabees, but they stem from the
Byzantine period.
“In those days arose Mattathias the son of John, the son of Simeon,
a priest of the sons of Joarib, from Jerusalem, and dwelt in Modi’in”
(I Maccabees 2:1). When Judah and his brothers died, they were
buried in Modi’in, in an ancestral tomb. But where is Modi’in?3
Today, it seems strange to even ask such a question. There is a large
city in Israel known as Modi’in, in whose vicinity lie towns with
names like Matityahu, Hashmonaim and Maccabim, as well as a
historical site known as the Tombs of the Maccabees.
The connection between ancient Modi’in and its modern-day
counterpart is not so simple. The identification is based on several
sources. One of them is the book of Maccabees. Following the death
of the High Priest Jonathan, who had been betrayed and captured
by the Seleucid ruler Diodotus Tryphon, we read: “Then sent Simon, and took the bones of
Jonathan his brother, and buried them in Modi’in, the city of his fathers… Simon also built a
monument upon the tomb of his father and his brothers, and raised it aloft for all to see, of hewn
stone behind and before. Moreover, he set up seven pyramids, one against another, for his
father, and his mother, and his four brothers. And in these he made cunning devices, about which
he set great pillars, and upon the pillars he made all their armor for a perpetual memory, and by
the armor ships carved, that they might be seen by all that sail on the sea. This is the tomb which
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Derived from https://www.etzion.org.il/en/where-modiin
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he made at Modi’in, and it stands yet until this day”. (I Maccabees 13:25-30). According to
Maccabees, Simon built a magnificent burial complex, with seven pyramids atop the tombs and
carved pillars depicting weapons, armor and ships. But the interesting part of this passage for our
purposes is the ending: “that they might be seen by all that sail on the sea” and “until this day”.
However, we have not found any remnants of these seven adjacent pyramids anywhere in Israel.
In the Onomasticon’s entry for Modi’in, Eusebius writes: “Village
near Diospolis. Home of the Maccabees where their tomb is
pointed out even now” (Onomasticon 132:16-17). We see from
here that even centuries after the destruction of the Second
Temple, the tombs of the Maccabees were still plainly visible in a
village near Lod. The most important piece of information in
support of this identification of Modi’in is the Madaba Map. In this
ancient mosaic map, dated to the sixth or seventh century CE, the
village of Modi’in is accompanied by the following label in Greek:
“Mōdeeim which is now Mōditha, whence were the Maccabees”.
West of the village lies the city of “Lōd”; to the east lies the village
of “Bethōrōn”; to the south lies “Bētoannaba”; to the northeast
lies “[Kaph]eruta”; and to the northwest lies “Aditha.” All of these
locations are familiar to us. Lod and Beth-horon (today Beit Ur al-Tahta) are well-known places.
Bētoannaba refers to Innābe, an Arab village that was destroyed in the War of Independence. Its
name is preserved today in the form of Nachal Anava and the Anava Interchange. Kapheruta
apparently refers to Khirbet Kafr Lut, located east of Kfar Ruth. Finally, Aditha refers to al-Haditha,
an Arab village, now known as the archaeological site Tel Hadid, inhabited until 1948. All of this
information essentially corroborates the notion that ancient Modi’in and modern Modi’in are
located in the same region. The precise location of ancient Modi’in within the greater Modi’in
area has not been determined conclusively.

Commemoration site for the fallen IDF soldiers in the Modiin region

There is a monument commemorating the soldiers who fell in the
battle at Post 219 during the War of Independence. That battle took
place during the second truce between the Jordanian Legion forces,
local fighters and soldiers from the Kiryati Brigade, on September 24,
1948. Post 219 is located near today's Highway 443, in the Ben
Shemen Forest near Hirbat HaGardi (the tomb of Sheikh Arbawi, now
identified by the ultra-Orthodox as the tomb of Matityahu the Priest)
and the Maccabim tombs, and west of the Palestinian village of
Media. The place was occupied in July 1948 as part of Operation
Danny, and soldiers from Company A of
the 142nd Kiryat Battalion were stationed
to guard the place. At the dawn of
September 24, 1948, cannon and machine gun fire was opened on post
219. Soon an attack began on the post and an unorganized retreat to
the home front began. Only in the afternoon did reinforcements from
the Kiryati Brigade arrive and reoccupy the checkpoint. The bodies of
the fighters desecrated by Media residents were found at the site. 23 fighters were killed in the
battle.

